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Abstract Signature files provide efficient retrieval of data by reflecting the essence of the data objects
into bit patterns. Our analysis explores the performance of three superimposed signature generation
schemes as they are applied to a dynamic signature file organization based on linear hashing: Linear
Hashing with Superimposed Signatures (LHSS). The first scheme (SM) allows all terms set the same
number of bits whereas the second and third schemes (MMS aid MMM) emphasize the terms with high
discriminatory power. In addition, MMM considers the probability distribution of the number of query
terms. The main contribution of the study is a detailed analysis of LHSS in multiterm query environments
by incorporating the term discrimination values based on document and query frequencies. The approach
of the study can also be extended to other signature file access methods based on partitioning. The
derivation of the performance evaluation formulas, the simulation results based on these formulas for
various experimental settings, and the implementation results based on INSPEC and NPL text databases are
provided. Results indicate that MMM and MMS outperform SM in all cases in terms of access savings,
especially when terms become more distinctive. MMM slightly outperforms MMS in high weight and low
weight query cases. The performance gap among all three schemes decreases as the database size
increases, and as the signature size increases the performances of MMM and MMS decrease and converge
to that of the SM scheme when the hashing level is fixed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval systems (IRSs) are used to find the data items that are relevant to
the submitted user queries. A multimedia database can consist of formatted stored
objects as well as the unformatted ones like text, voice or image. Full textlobject
scanning, inverted indexes, clustering, and signature files are some of the basic IR
techniques [CAN%, CHR84, FAL92, SALS9, TIB93, ZEZ911. The concern of our study
is signature files which are widely applicable in formatted and unformatted databases for
multiattribute query processing.
Throughout the paper, data items stored in the database (formatted, unformatted or
combined) will be referred to as "records" or "objects." A signature file stores the
essence of data objects in terms of superimposed bit patterns, called signatures, and acts
as a filter during query processing. (Other signature generation schemes, such as word
signatures and compressed bit strings, are also available in the literature [FAL84,
TIB931.) Upon a retrieval request, the signature of the query is created and compared
against the entries of the signature file to find the qualifying signatures whose
corresponding objects are to be retrieved as a response to the submitted query. Then only
those objects with the qualifying signatures are retrieved. However, due to the
information loss that takes place during signature generation, some signatures qualify the
query although the corresponding objects do not. This situation, known as a false drop or
a false match, leads to unnecessary disk accesses since i t cannot be detected until the
original data objects are accessed.
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Figure 1. Signature generation and example queries.

Figure 1 provides an example for signature generation using Superimposed Coding
where each term is hashed to a bit string where it sets a pre defined number of bits to 1.
The individual term signatures are then superimposed to form the object signature.
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Example queries that result in no match, true match and false match conditions are also
provided.
The main virtue of a signature file is to act as a filter to eliminate a large number of
non-qualifying records and reduce the number of disk accesses required to process a
particular query. The size of a signature file is typically ten to twenty percent of the
actual size of the source database from which signatures are extracted. This enables the
signature files to provide retrieval efficiency during query processing [CHRW, TIB93,
ZEZ911. Signatures are also flexible enough to efficiently handle object insertions and
deletions which happen frequently in dynamic environments [ZEZ91]. The use of
appropriate signature generation schemes that will minimize the occurrence of false drops
has been discussed in [AKT93a, AKT93b, FALS5, FAL87a, FAL87b, FAL87c, FAI-88,
FAL92, LEN921. Also many signature file organizations that will provide desirable
response times even for very large databases without generating too much storage
overhead and extra difficulty in update operations have been proposed. Examples include
'bit and frame sliced structures [LIN92], two-level organizations [CHA89, CHA92,
SAC85, SAC871, multiorganizational schemes [KEN90], S-Tree [DEP86], indexed
descriptor files [PFA80], signature trees flHA881, and partitioned organizations [CIA93,
GRA92, LEE89,ZEZ9 11.
This study concerns the comparison of three signature generation schemes as they are
applied to a dynamic signature file organization structure known as Linear Hashing with
Superimposed Signatures (LHSS) or Quick Filter EZE2.89, ZEZ911. The first scheme
treats all terms in an identical way, neglecting the differences in their (object) occurrence
and query frequencies, whereas the second and third schemes actually make use of such
differences in generating the term signatures. The second scheme uses an optimal
signature generation strategy which is based on the assumption that only single term
queries are submi tted whereas the third scheme considers mu1ti term queries as well
[FAL85, FAL87a, F A M I .
The main contribution of the paper is the derivation of the performance evaluation
formulas to compute the retrieval efficiency for the selected file organization for each of
the above schemes in an environment where both single and multiterm queries are
submitted. We not only relax the unifonn frequency and single term query assumptions,
but also present the application of the suggested schemes in the dynamic file structure
LHSS together with an analysis for queries with any number of terms. In contrast with
the study by Aktug and Can [AKT93b, AKT93cI the query weight calculation is done
using a new probability function developed by Grandi [GRA94] for estimating the query
signature weight in multiterm query environments. The previous study was using a
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complicated Markov Chain approach [MUR92]. Our method in this paper simplifies the
model and calculations. Furthermore, the simulation experiments based on analytical
derivations are extensive and show the system behavior for very large databases (e.g.,
more than 1 million records) and various signature sizes. Experiments based on the
documents and queries of two common databases of the information retrieval literature,
INSPEC and NPL, are used to validate the simulation results.
Section 2 explains LHSS and presents the performance evaluation formulas. Section
3 defines the three signature generation schemes. The derivation of the performance
evaluation formulas for these schemes is given in Section 4. Section 5 provides the
description of the experimental environment. Section 6 presents the results of the
experimental analysis based on simulation and the INSPEC and NPL databases. Section
'7 concludes the paper.

2. LINEAR HASHING WITH SUPERIMPOSED SIGNATURES (LHSS)
Linear hashing is an efficient way to organize partitioned dynamic files [LIT80]. A
partitioned signature file scheme, which was originally introduced by Zezula, is linear
hashing with superimposed signatures [ZEZ89]. In LHSS and other partitioned signature
file organizations [LEI391 a portion of a record signature is used as the signature key and
the records with the same key are put into the same file fragment.
2.1 T h e Method

LHSS provides a method for mapping signatures to storage pages and processing the
queries to find qualifying signatures. The primary component of LHSS is a split function
which converts the key of each signature into an integer in the address space (0, 1, . . . ,
n-1) where 2h-1 < n 5 2 h is satisfied for some integer h. The hashing function is defined
as follows [ZEZ89,ZEZ91].

where pi is the value of the ith binary digit of the object signature, F is the signature size,
h is the hashing level, n is the number of addressable (primary) pages and si is the
signature of object i. (For easy reference, the definition of the important symbols of this
section is provided in Table I.)
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For the initial condition, h=O, n=l, and g(si, 0, 1) is defined as 0. In simple terms,
the hashing function, g, uses the last h or (h-1) bits of a signature to determine the number
of the addressable page where signature Si is to be stored. If the storage limit of a
primary page is exceeded, an overflow page is created, linked to the primary page and the
last signature that has caused the overflow is placed in the overflow page. Whenever the
load of the file exceeds a predetermined load factor, a "split" is initiated, i.e., a new
primary page is created [LIT80, THA881. A split pointer, SP (with an initial value of 0),
keeps track of the next primary page to be split. Whenever a split takes place, all
signatures on the page pointed to by SP, together with those in the associated overflow
page(s) are rehashed. The nature of the hashing function guarantees that the rehashed
signatures either remain in the same page or are transferred to the page that has just been
created. The hashing level is increased by one just before page zero is split, and
following each split process the new value of SP is computed as SP = (SP + 1) mod 2h-1.
Note that at a given time in the signature file it is possible to have pages which are hashed
at levels h and (h-1). Note also that linear hashing is space efficient and does not lead to
many overflows &IT80].
Table I. Definition of Important Symbols for Section 2
: value of the i th binary digit of the term signature
Pi.
h
: hashing level
: no. of addressable pages
n
: signature of object i
si
: expected number of bits set in the h-bit suffix of a signature
WH(W(Q)JI]I
whose weight is W ( Q
: size of a signature in bits
F
: no. of pages that do not need to be accessed
N(n, h, W(Q)
: probability that j bits are set in the h-bit suffix of the query
Po)
: probability of access savings
p(W(Q..,h)
: no. of pages hashed at level h
R(h)
: query weight, i.e., the no. of 1s in query signature
W(Q)

During query processing a page qualifies if all bit positions that are set in the query
signature key are also set in the page signature key. For simplicity, if we assume that n =
2h and if there is a query signature with k 1s in its h-bit suffix, then it is necessary to
access 2h-k primary pages (and the associated overflow pages). More number of 1s in
the last h-bit suffix of a query makes the query processing faster. Note that even if a
signature in the selected page qualifies the query, the associated data object might not
contain all query terms. Hence a fahe drop resolution is required using the original query
before the qualifying objects are returned to the user. Actually, in LHSS the query
resolution is performed first at signature levels by matching query and object signatures
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of the selected pages and then by matching the query terms and the contents of the
selected objects whose signatures match the query signature.

2.2 Performance Evaluation
It has been shown that the number of pages that do not need to be accessed can be
computed as a function of the number of addressable pages (n), the hashing level (h), and
the number of 1s in query signature, i.e., the query weight (W(Q)) provided that the
signature size is kept fixed at F [ZEZ91].
Let EXPH(W(Q), h) be the expected number of bits set in the h-bit suffix of the query
signature. Then
EXPH(W(Q),h) =
where P a ) is the probability that j bits are set in the h-bit suffix of the query. Formally,
we have a random variable J which has hypergeometric probability distribution as
follows.
Pa)= P(J= j)= hypQ:F, W(Q), h)=

(3)

Thus, EXPH(W(Q), h) is the expected value of the hypergeometric random variable J and
written as follows.

Next probability of access savings, P(W(Q), is defined as the proportion of the number of
pages that do not need to be accessed (while processing a particular query) to the total
number of addressable pages. Hence

where npa is the number of pages accessed, n is the number of addressable pages in the
signature file. Note that only 2h-EXPHW(Q), h) number of pages need to be accessed.
SO w h e n 2 h = n

and
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When n = 2h, S P = 0 and all pages are hashed at level h. As soon as a page split takes
place, the value of h is increased by 1 and both page 0 and the new page are rehashed at
this level. Since each split results in the rehashing of two pages, number of addressable
pages hashed with level h, R(h) can be defined as
where 2h-1 is the number of addressable pages when all pages are hashed at level (h-1).
The difference between n and 2h-1 indicates the number of page splits that have taken
place since then. Each split results in the rehashing of two pages, s o the multiplication of
the number of splits by two gives the number of pages hashed at level h. It follows that

Finally, the total number of page savings, N(n, h, W(Q)), is defined as the number of
pages that need not be accessed for a given query and can be expressed as follows.

As the measurement of performance, we will use the percentage of pages that d o not
need to be accessed for a given query and call this percentage savings, PERSAV, which
is expressed as follows.
N(n, h? W(Q))
PERSAV =
n
bi
ci

D

9
h
m

mi
*s
'4
r
t
F

HW
LW
Pi 0
Pj
PERSAV
i

s

LD

Table 11. Definition of Important Symbols for Sections 3 - 6
: no. of terms from S; in a query
: no. of bit set by the i th query term
: expected no. of distinct terms in a record
: expected no. of distinct terms of Si in a record
: hashing level
: no. of bits a term sets to 1
(when each term sets the same number of bits )
: no. of bits set by a term from Si
: number of disjoint sets
: no. of terms in a query (nqt 5 t)
: probability that query term is from Si, given a term signature
: node number in Figure 2 (1 5 r 2 t)
: maximum no. of terms in a query
: size of a signature in bits
: case in which queries with high weights are frequent
: case in which queries with low weights are frequent
: probability that exactly k terms will be specified from Si
: probability that j terms are specified in a query
: percentage of the addressable pages that do not have to be accessed
: set i of the terms with similar discriminatory power (1 5 i 5 ns)
: case in which the probability distribution of the no. of query terms is
uniform, i.e., the Pi (k)values are equal
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3. REFLECTING TERM DISCRIMINATION VALUES TO RECORD
SIGNATURES
Faloutsos and Christodoulakis have suggested grouping all terms in the database into ns
number of disjoint sets (S1, S2 , . . . , Sns) based on the frequency with which they are

specified in the queries and their document frequencies [ F A I S ] . All terms in a given Si
(1 5 i 5 ns) set the same number of bits in generating their signatures. The optimal
number of bits set by the terms in set i (Si), mi, is computed by taking the query and
occurrence frequency of the terms into account. (For quick reference, the definition of
the symbols for Sections 3 to 6 are provided in Table 11.)
The approach is based on the observation that the terms with lower database
occurrence frequency are specified more frequently in the queries. Such terms are said to
have high discriminatory power in the sense that they efficiently determine those
documents that are most relevant to the query. (For other approaches on determining
term discrimination values refer to [CAN87, 0ZIS86, SAI-891.) Since terms with high
discriminatory power are more important, they should be given the privilege to set
relatively more number of bits in their associated term signatures. Unlike some other
studies [LEN92, FAU7b], this approach can be used to account for multiterm queries
and eliminates the need for a lookup table. The purpose is to minimize the false drop
probability by using the differences between the term discriminatory power values.
TABLE III. Optimum Weight Assignment Formulas for SM, MMS and MhIM Cases

Method
Single m (SM)

Formula (equation no.)
m=-F In2
(12)
D

References
IFAL8.51

[FAD51

Multiple m Based on
Single Term Queries
(MMS)
(13)

Multiple m Based on
Multiple Term Queries
( m i )

iDi
Fln2
1=1
mi =- D + Dln2
where

-

L; = ln [ P i ( o ) ~ i ]
Pi(l)

- Lim

[FAL87a,
FAB]

(14)

The query frequency is represented by q i where qi is the probability that a query term
is from Si, and (ql + q2 + . . . + qns) = 1. The occurrence frequency, on the other hand, is

'
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reflected in the Di values where Di is the average number of terms in a record that are
from S i, and D = (Dl + D2 + . . . Dns), and D is the average number of terms in a record.
Table I11 shows the formulas for the optimal assignment strategies for three signature
generation schemes which are based on this approach. The single m (SM) case refers to
the method in which all terms are assumed to have the same occurrence and query
frequencies and hence set the same number of bits regardless of their discriminatory
power. This is a crude way to generate term signatures but the results can serve as a
reference point against which the performance of other more sophisticated signature
creation schemes can be evaluated. The derivation of the formula for the Multiple m
based on Single queries (MMS) case is based on the occurrence of single term queries
only and hence the resulting mi values tend to be sub optimal when they are applied to
the environments where multiterm queries are also possible. Multiple m based on
Multiterm queries (MMM) case not only treats terms differently based on their
discriminatory power, but also takes multiterm queries into account. Hence it is
expected to give the largest savings in retrieval for our experimental settings. Yet there is
additional practical overhead incurred in finding the optimal mi values with this method
arising from the need to estimate the Pi(k) values where Pi(k) is the probability that
exactly k terms will be specified from Si. In fact, this is one valid reason to consider the
performance of MMS: It might be plausible to be content with the output provided by
MMS if we are convinced that MMS provides satisfactory amount of savings. The mi
formula for the MMM case is a good approximation of a complex method which gives
the exact solution. The formula in Table I11 gives better results for large mi values when
Pi(0) ;t 0, fi (1) s:0 and they are of the same order of magnitude.
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN MULTITERM QUERY
ENVIRONMENTS
4.1 Query Weight Calculation
In order to compute the percentage of the addressable pages that do not have to be
accessed, PERSAV, for a particular experimental setting, expected number of ones in the
query signature, W(Q), should be known. For a single term query, query weight is a
known constant and equals to the number of bits set by the only query term. For
multiterm queries, however, query weight is a random variable, W, and therefore has a
probability distribution.
The distribution of the query weight has been derived by Grandi [GRA94] by means
of a counting method based on the principle of inclusion and exclusion [KNU73]. For a
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given signature size, F, we should know the number of query terms, nqt, and the number
of bits set to one by each query term, Ci, in order to find the probability that W is equal to
a specific value w. The probability distribution function for the query weight is defined
as follows [GRA94].
P(W = *)=

)(:

$(-Sf
J=

i
W
c;
'
)
(y) q
();

4.2 The Query Structure
Assume that the terms in the database can be grouped into two sets, S 1 and S2, where S 1
contains the ones with high discriminatory power. The terms from S i set mi (1 5 i 5 2)
number of bits and therefore ci (in equation 15) equals to m i or m2. Let t be the
maximum number of terms that can be used in a query and let Pj indicate the occurrence
probability of a query with j terms where (P 1 + P2 +. .. + Pt ) = 1 is satisfied.

6

P{b = 0 I n q t = 21

. < A - b l ~=j b1, =,1nI nqt
q t ==22)

Figure 2. Tree diagram for query outcomes.
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The tree diagram in Figure 2 enables us identify all different query combinations each
of which is represented as a final outcome. At each outcome we know the number of
query terms and how many terms are from S 1 and how many from 52. This information
enables us to compute the value of P(W = w) for each query outcome for those values of
w that are realizable. Next, we can compute the value of the expected number of ones in
the query signature.
S o far we have clarified our reason to identify the different query outcomes, now we
can concentrate on the way the tree diagram is constructed: If the tree is traced from left
to right, the correspondence between the branching procedure and the logical sequence of
the events can be seen. Starting from the leftmost node, numbered as 0, we encounter t
possibilities, each corresponding to a query with "nqt" terms, where "nqt" stands for the
number of query terms and ranges from 1 to t. Ekch of the t branches symbolize one of
this t events (i.e., specification of a query with nqt terms) and the probability associated
with each event is indicated on its corresponding branch. Note that the sum of
probabilities associated with the branches emanating from a particular node adds up to
one. The submission of a single term query takes us to node 1 at which we have two
possibilities: the term is either from S1 or S;?. Let bi be the number of terms from Si (1 5 i
5 2) in a query. Then
bi = nqt
should be satisfied. Therefore it is sufficient to use just bl (or b2) to specify a query
combination, once nqt is known. In general, from any node r (1 5 r 5 t), where r = nqt,
(nqt + 1) branches emanate, each corresponding to one possible value for b 1 in the range
0 to nqt. The probability associated with any of these second level branches is given as
P{b = v I n q t = V ) =
1

(17)

w h e r e 0 5 v 5 V and 1 ( V ( t.
The occurrence probability of a final outcome is given by the product of the
probabilities associated with the first and second level branches corresponding to that
outcome. The expected query weight for an outcome (nqt and b 1 are known) is given by
W

W(Q) =

1
max

P(W = w) . w

w= W mln
.

where
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max

ci, wmin = max {cl, . . . , cnqt ) and c. =

s1

m iftem1€S2

Typically (cl + c2 + . . . + %qt) < F is guaranteed and the upper limit refers to the case
when all nqt terms set different bits.
The expected value (W(Q)) of the random variable W is given in [GRA94] as
follows.

where ci is equal to m 1 if term is a member of S 1, otherwise it is equal to m2.
Instead of using equation 18 and performing a lot of computations, we will use
equation 19 for calculating W(Q) for an outcome. In a more simplified form W(Q) can
be written as

Finally, by substituting W(Q) in equation 11 we find the PERSAV for that specific
outcome. The overall percentage saving is then computed by summing up the product of
the occurrence probability and the PERSAV value for all outcomes.
5. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
All experiments are based on the assumption that terms in the database are grouped into
two sets, S1 and S2. This assumption not only enables us to emphasize the points of
interest without going into unnecessary complexity but also represents many real life
cases [FAL85, KNU751. We specify the maximum number of query terms that can
appear in a query as 10, which we believe is appropriate to simulate many real life
applications and is consistent with the choice of the values of the other input parameters.
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The experiments cover three different query cases which are characterized by
assigning different probability values (Pj) to the events of having queries with j terms. As
for the F'j values, (j = 1 , 2 , . . . , lo), three different query cases are considered: Unifonn
Distribution (UD), Low Weight (LW) queries and High Weight (HW) queries. The
definitions of the query cases are given in Table IV.
The performance of the three signature generation schemes is evaluated by
substituting the m values computed by each scheme in the performance evaluation
formulas. For the S M case, the tree diagram in Figure 2 reduces to one level and
calculations become simpler than those for the MMS and MMM schemes. For the MMM
scheme, we need to compute the Pi(k) value such that Pi(k) is the probability that exactly
k terms will be specified from the ith set where 1 5 i 5 2 , 0 5 k 5 1. The Pi(k) probability
for specific values of i and k is calculated by summing up the occurrence probabilities of
the outcomes which comply with the constraint that exactly k terms are specified from set
Si.
Note that an experimental design that will achieve complete coverage of all possible
combinations of the input parameters is impractical if not unnecessary. Hence the aim of
the experiments, broadly, is to analyze the performance of the three schemes (SM, MMS,
MMM) in three different query environments and to draw inferences on how the system
performance is affected as we alter the values of some input parameters. What is meant
by the performance of a signature generation scheme (SM, MMS, MMM) should be
regarded, throughout the experiments, as the performance of LHSS for a signature file
generated by one of the SM, MMS, or MMM schemes.
5.1 Analysis of m Values
For all signature generation schemes F and m values are directly proportional as long as
other parameters are kept constant.
SM scheme:
m=k.F

MMM scheme:
m1. = k . F + e i

Isis2

where k = in2 I D (constant).

ei=

D,

[L1

- Li] + D~ [L2 - L .a]
D . in2
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Generally speaking, when S 1 contains the terms with high discriminatory power, the
d l and e l values are greater than 0, and d2 and e2 values are smaller than 0. More
formally
thendl > 0, d2 < 0,
ifql/Dl>q2/D2
and
then e l > 0, e 2 < 0 .
if L 2 > L1
According to our experimental observations,
I In q l I D l - In q2 I D21 < 1L1- L~IuD<IL1- L ~ ~ L<wIL1- L2 IHW.
The above inequalities can be interpreted as follows.
1. mipuns < m i d u d < m~,mmdiw< mi,mmdhw
2. mzpuns > m 2 d u d > m2,mmdiw > m2snmmihw

m ,mmm

1

m , mms
1

m

sm

m , mms

2

m

2'

mmm

w
F

tan0 = k = l n 2 l D

Figure 3. m values vs. signature size F (use F with positive m values).
This analysis is based on the exact m (not on the integer m values) as seen in Figure
3. Since we should use integer m values, the rounding of m values may lead to deviations
from the above inequalities ( I ) and (2). That is, it is possible that we have all mls equal
and m2s equal to each other when they are rounded.
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Additionally, as the discriminatory power of the terms in set S1 increases (i.e., I In
q l / D l - In q21D21 or ILl - L21 increases) the magnitude of the constants di and ei increases.
This leads to larger m 1 and smaller m2 values when F is kept constant.
6. EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Simulations
In the simulations we kept the values of Dl (8), D2 (32), q l (0.8), and q2 (0.2) fixed.

Note that the choice of qi values is also consistent with the 80-20 rule which
approximates most of the real life cases LfCNU7.51.
Simulation 1
In this experiment we observed the system performance for varying the values of the
hashing level h. The signature size, F, is taken as 500. Figure 4 summarizes the results
and shows that as the level of hashing increases, PERSAV increases with a decreasing
rate for all schemes and query cases. (Note that h = 20 implies a database of more than
one million data objects.) The percentage savings provided by all the schemes are
highest in the HW case since we have a large suffix weight due to the large number of
query terms.
loo 1

I
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*
*
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mmsihw

smlhw
msiud, mmmlud
sdud
mmm/lw
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10
20
mi values (in figure legend order): (13,8), (12,8), 9, (12,8), (12,8), 9, (13,8), (12,8), 9; n= 2h
Figure 4. Percentage savings (PERSAV) vs. hashing level (h).
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For all query cases, MMM and MMS provide higher PERSAV values than SM does.
This is due to the fact that the MMM and MMS schemes make use of more information
about the system characteristics in determining the m values as compared to the SM
scheme (which does not take the discriminatory power of terms into account).
The MMM scheme also outperforms the MMS scheme in the HW and LW query
cases since the type and relative frequency of the queries are considered by MMM, but
not by MMS (which considers single term queries only). In HW and LW, there is a
deliberate non uniformity in the number of query terms and this results in higher
performance of MMM which takes this fact into account. In the UD case, MMM and
MMS provide the same integer m values most of the time. (Recall from the "analysis of
m values" that the m values for MMS and the m values of MMM in UD queries are very
close to each other. In fact in Figure 4 m l and m2 values of both schemes are the same.)
Thus, MMM and MMS provide the same PERSAV value when the distribution of the
number of query terms is uniform.
A still more interesting observation is that as the value of h increases, the amount of
extra percentage savings provided by MMM over other schemes increases until h reaches
a certain value, and then the amount of extra percentage savings starts to decrease. The
specific value of h at which this change (from increase to decrease) occurs depends on the
value of the other input parameters; but our observation is that this value of h is always
smaller for HW queries than that for UD queries, and smaller for UD queries than that for
LW queries. Of course in the case of UD queries, the amount of extra savings provided
by MMM over MMS is zero when they yield the same m values, but the above
observation is still valid when MMM and MMS provide different m values for UD
queries.
The intuition behind the above observation is that when h is high, the suffix weight of
the query signature is high regardless of the type of the scheme used. The similar
discussion is valid also in terms of the number of query terms (i.e., if a query contains
many terms the suffix weight will be very high regardless of the type of scheme used).
Thus we can say that after some value of h, the performance of MMM, MMS, and SM
schemes will get closer to each other as the value of h increases.
Note that the above discussions and observations about h are also valid in terms of n
(number of primary pages) since h and n are directly related to each other.

Simulation 2.
In this simulation we observe the system performance as the signature size varies. The
hashing level, h, is taken as 10. Hence n = 2 = 1024.
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Figure 5 shows the percentage savings that are observed when the m values provided
by all the schemes are used without rounding. The reason for using exact values is to
eliminate deviations from actual system behavior introduced by rounding the m values.
Figure 6 shows the results obtained by using the integer m values. Thus, Figure 5 refers
to the ideal case whereas Figure 6 provides us with what we should expect to see in case
of an implementation.
According to Figure 5, the performance of the SM scheme is constant regardless of
the F value. This is due to the fact that m/F ratio is always constant and this leads to a
constant suffix weight as long as h is constant (see equation 19). However, the mi/F
ratios do not remain constant as F increases in MMM and MMS schemes. As the value
of F increases, the percentage savings provided by MMM and MMS decreases with a
decreasing rate since the suffix weights decrease. The reason behind the decrease in
suffix weight (as F increases) follows from the fact that ml/F ratio decreases and m2/F
ratio increases as F increases (recall the analysis of m values). Since the query weight is
dominated by the bits set by terms from S1, the suffix weight decreases in MMM and
MMS schemes and, thus, the access savings decrease.
As seen in Figure 5, initially MMM provides considerable extra savings over S M for
all query cases. However, as F increases, the amount of extra savings provided by MMM
over SM decreases fast and reaches to a small value at F = 2,000 for all query cases. The
same observation is valid also for the extra savings provided by MMS over S M and for
those provided by MMM over MMS.
Thus, it is clearly seen that the performance of MMM and MMS converges to that of
S M as F increases (provided that the hashing level is constant).
Finally, when we compare Figure 5 and Figure 6, we see that, for large F values, there
is not so much difference between the system performances observed in both figures.
But, for small F values (e-g., 100, 200), Figure 6 exhibits large deviations, especially for
the SM scheme. It is due to the fact that we introduce a smaller deviation when rounding
a large m value to its closest integer as compared to rounding a small m value.
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6.2 Implementation for Actual Text Databases
We have implemented the SM, MMS, and MMM signature generation schemes for
LHSS using two common databases (and queries) of the information retrieval literature:
INSPEC and NPL. Our data related to these text databases was their document and query
vectors. Database statistics are provided in Table V.

Database
INSPEC

NPL
(*

No. of
Documents

12,684
11,429

Table V. Database statistics
Avg. Doc.
No. of
Std,* of Doc
Vec. Length Vec. Length
Terns

Avg. Query
Vec. Length

77
100

15.8
7.2

14.27
10.84

32.5
20.0

14,573
7,491

No. of
Queries

Std.: Standard deviation)

For each of the databases, we first grouped the database terms into two sets (S1 and
S2). After finding the query frequencies of all the terms, we sorted the terms by
decreasing query frequency. For both databases, we included the top terms with query
frequency greater than one in the set S1, and the terms that occur in only one or no query
at all were automatically considered in set S2. By this approach we were able to put the
terms with low document frequency into S 1, i.e., the set S1 contains the terms with high
discriminatory power.
Thereafter we calculated the ql, q2, Dl, and D2 values as follows.
sum of query frequencies of S, terms

1' - sum of query frequencies of all terms
I

and

q2= 1-q1

total no. of docs.

'SD..
'J
1
D. =
1
total no. of documents
4 2
J=

(151~2)

where D l j and D2j are, respectively, the number of terms from S1 and S2 for the jth
document (see the results in Table VI).
Table VI. Database Statistics for Term Classes
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After the determination of q l , q2, D 1, and D2 values, we generated the document
signatures according to the m values calculated by each scheme (i.e., SM, MMS,
MMMuJJ, MMMLw, M M M H ~ for
) various values of the signature size. Then the
document signatures were hashed with a load factor of 75% and page size of 2K bytes.
The document signatures stored in pages contain F bits plus an extra four bytes for the
purpose of pointing to the document itself.
Parallel to the document signature generation, we also generated signatures for 1,000
queries which were produced randomly choosing terms from S1 or S2 according to the ql
(q2) values. The queries were generated for all query cases (UD, LW, HW) according to
the Pj values given in Table IV (e.g., for the HW case, 300 queries contain 10 terms, 250
queries contain nine terms, and so on). After query generation, we generated query
signatures by using the SM, MMS, and MMM schemes for each query set.
After signature generation, we hashed the document signatures and started the
retrieval process. We counted the total number of primary and overflow pages accessed
by 1,000 queries and found the access ratio by dividing this number by 1,000 times the
total number of addressable (primary) and overflow pages. Finally, the percentage access
savings (PERSAV) is calculated by subtracting the access ratio from one and multiplying
the result by 100.
An important point about the implementations is that variance of D (average number
of terms per document) for both databases is not small enough to be simply ignored (note
that in the derivations of the formulas the variance is assumed as negligible [FAL85,
F A W a , FAL881). This may lead to deficiencies in the system performance that would
otherwise not be observed.
Table VII. LHSS File Statistics for the Databases (for all schemes)
F
LHSS
700
800
400
600
900
500
Database Parameters
10
10
10
10
9
10
INSPEC
h
769
891
995
677
564
458
n
10
9
10
10
10
9
NPL
h
897
693
803
508
610
412
n

-

-

lo00
11
1128

10
1016

Table VII shows the final LHSS file structure in terms of h and n. (The structure is
the same in terms of h and n for all schemes.) As seen in the table, when the page size is
kept fixed, an increase in F leads to an increase in n (h). Based on the results of
Simulation 1, we expect the system performance to decrease due to the increase in F
(except SM) and to increase due to the increase in n. Actually, these two effects almost
neutralize each other such that we observe very little performance differences for various
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values of F as can be seen in Figures 7 and 8. We may say that percentage savings
provided by each scheme in each query case are almost constant for varying F values.
When we simulate these implementations by our mathematical model, we observe that
the system performance improves very slightly (remains almost constant) for the
simulation parameters of Table VII obtained from the implementations. Another
observation is that the performance levels of the simulations are always slightly higher
than the levels observed in the implementations (see Table VIII for a summary of
PERSAV differences).
Table VIII. Summary of PERSAV Differences of Simulation and Implementation Results
for All Observations Obtained for NPL and INSPEC Databases

1

INSPEC

NPL

avg (sim-result - imp-result)

4.8

7.0

standard deviation (sim-result - imp-result)

1.5

2.5

max (sim-result - imp-result)

8.0

11.0

min (sim-resul - imp-result)

I

1.O

I

2.0

I

The difference between the simulation and implementation results may be based on
three reasons.
1. The variance of D for both database is high,
2. The mathematical model assumes that 1s (weight bits) are uniformly and
randomly spread over both query and document signatures; however,
interdependencies among terms may slightly invalidate this assumption,
3. The mathematical model for the performance evaluation of LHSS ignores the
overflow pages; however, in our implementations about 15 to 20% of signatures
are in overflow pages.
Note also that the performance of SM is quite close to the performance of the other
schemes. In most cases MMM provides the same performance as MMS and sometimes
outperforms MMS with a very small amount of percentage savings.
Another interesting observation is that the percentage savings provided for the NPL
database is higher than those for the INSPEC database for all query cases and signature
generation schemes. This is due to the fact that signature generation schemes provide
larger m values for NPL as compared to INSPEC. When F is the same for both
databases, the m values of NPL are greater than those of INSPEC, since the D value of
NPL is smaller than the D value of INSPEC. Note that, in this case, the average
document signature weights for both databases are the same (approximately 50% of the
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bits set to I), but the suffix weights of the query signatures for NPL are larger than those
of INSPEC when we submit a query (e.g., 10-term query) to both databases.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH POINTERS
In this study, we present the performance evaluation analysis of three specific signature
generation schemes (SM, MMS, MMM) as they are applied to LHSS in a single and
multiterm query environment. The first scheme (SM) allows all terms to set the same
number of bits regardless of their discriminatory power whereas the second and third
methods (MMS and MMM) emphasize the terms with high query frequency and low
occurrence frequency. Of these three schemes, only MMM takes the probability
distribution of the number of query terms into account in finding the optimal mapping
strategy. By means of employing MMS and MMM signature generation schemes, we
have relaxed the uniform documentlquery frequency and single term query assumptions
as applied to LHSS.
The simulations based on the mathematical model developed for performance
evaluation reveal that MMM and MMS are always superior to SM since they both make
use of more information about the system. However, it is hard to say that MMM is
superior to MMS. MMM provides better performance than MMS when the distribution
of the number of query terms is non uniform; but this performance gap between MMM
and MMS is always very small when compared to the gap between MMM and S M or
MMS and SM. Hence, the choice between MMM and MMS is a difficult one and
necessitates a careful analysis of the typical queries that can be submitted to the system.
As the database size (i.e., the level of hashing) increases, the performance provided by
all the schemes increase, and, after some point, the performance gap between the schemes
starts decreasing while their performance continues to increase with a decreasing rate.
Hence, for large databases the choice of a scheme does not affect the system performance
that much
The results concerning the effect of signature size, F, on the system performance are
also interesting. When we keep the level of hashing constant, the performances of MMS
and MMM decrease as F increases, and the performance of SM remains constant. In
other words, the performances of MMM and MMS approach to that of S M as the
signature size is increased. Hence, if we desire high performance, i.e., high access
savings, we should prefer small signature sizes. At this point, considering the fact that
false drop probability is higher for smaller signature size, we should choose the signature
size according to the trade-off between the false drop probability and the access savings
and also the availability of system resources such as storage space.
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Finally, the implementation results obtained by using INSPEC and NPL text
databases validate our analytical observations with a small deviation from the simulation
results based on the performance evaluation formulas. Hence, the results of our
simulations can be used to describe the expected behavior of actual systems and may be
helpful in determining the optimal values of some system parameters for achieving high
performance.
With some modification, our derivations can be used to evaluate the performance of
additional signature partitioning methods. An initial effort on this is provided in
[AKT93c]. Simulation experiments (which can be of similar nature to those presented for
LHSS) can be designed for other organizations to observe whether the experimental
results obtained for LHSS about the performance of SM, MMS and MMM are applicable
to other organizations. Finally, our integrated approach that combines the concepts of
signature generation and signature file organization can further be pursued to analyze the
applicability of various signature generation schemes to different organizations.
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